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It may be the fact that weve watched it so many times. Its certainly Cars first audience I suspect. There is something to that,
at least when I see a Cars film, it feels more like a Pixar film than any other Pixar film. For me, its a lot more than a Pixar film.
Its a very rich film, an incredibly rich film, it has so much to say. Cars says it from its first moments, where Lightning McQueen
gets his is in a race, and he looks at the one of the two checkpoints. He asks where do we stop. The answer is, theres no finish
line. Its a very good beginning, its a very good end, and thats exactly what this movie is, its a very good beginning, its a very
good end. I think theres a lot to say in Cars. There are a lot of themes in the movie that are relevant to today, that can inspire
people. Its a movie about friendship, its a movie about community, its a movie about racing, its a movie about friendship. Its a

lot of things. Its a childs story, its an adult story, its a daydream story, its a real-life story, its an imaginary world story. It
affects everyone in one way or another, whether its friends, parents, teachers, or if youre a race driver, its somebody in your

life. Its the story of how everyone can relate to it. We cant be one person, were doing this and were doing that, and then there
is us. What is it like, what is it like to be us? We all have friends, we all know friends who can relate to the movie, whether it

be cars, whether it be Lightning, or Mater, or Tow Mater. Its a story that they can relate to. There are so many people that can
relate to this.
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the vehicles are massively cool, and the movie goes to great length to stress that the characters are
the stars. the cars have a similar constitution as the characters they accompany, and they work

admirably with the people. they have a set of "friends" in the other cars, yet the individuals aren't
just passing or insignificant parts to cars. as you watch the movie, you'll see that the characters are
all genuine, and you'll need to continue to be focused as you're watching, as cars constantly has a

couple of plots going at a time. the plot is never not intriguing and keeps you glued to the seats. but
you can't help but laugh at the way the characters act. cars is the most normal and just film of all
pixar movies. it is a basic love story with some great sights and characters. when the film is done,
you will be satisfied, particularly if you loved the cars character. the movie starts with a rally being

finished in the desert, and the other characters on the race are getting up to speed for the following
race. all in all, we have the cars in the desert and the following race. but we have a long way to go.
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